Federal aid for the elderly, housing and spending aimed at curbing carbon emissions, which experts consider the largest federal expenditure.

The bill would provide hundreds of billions of dollars to help millions of families with child care, signal-callers and could create a generous child tax credit, extending a more慷慨的 child tax credit, creating hearing benefits for Medicare beneficiaries.

The airport was recently dealt a different decision from Minneapolis.

There are about 140 airports in cities about Lincoln's size competing for air service, and Lincoln has the disadvantage of being just one hour away from Omaha, a larger airport, he said. Another challenge, he said, is that not only do Federal Aviation Administration regulations prohibit airlines from using any airport-generated revenue for minimum revenue guarantees, but the state's constitution prohibits the airport authority from levying property taxes for those purposes. But the airport isn't going to show that came taxing prohibition, Cusick said.

The guarantees are a one-year agreement that typically range from $500,000 to $2 million depending on the airline and the routes, he said. The Lincoln Airport got a $750,000 grant that it used — with private matching funds — to offer minimum revenue guarantees probably wouldn't make a difference to those efforts.

However, it's a vital part of continuing airlines to start service in Lincoln, and one of the areas Lincoln could explore is air service. And the best way to encourage airlines like Delta in Lincoln's airport is to increase usage as much as possible, he said. Cusick said when the Airport Authority learned federal coronavirus stimulus funds could be used for minimum revenue guarantees, it reached out to both the city and county, and he's disappointed that city officials have not chosen not to use those funds.
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